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The Jewish Home Family Launches 
New Branding Initiative
Carol Silver Elliott, President & CEO, 
Jewish Home Family

Dear friends,

These are exciting times at The Jewish Home Family 

and you’ll have a chance to read about many of the 

new things that are underway in this newsletter. First 

and foremost, you’ll likely note that the newsletter 

has a new name and new look than the one you know. We’ve updated 

our look and our branding to match our visual identity to the progressive 

organization that we are. In addition, we’ve added a wonderful tagline 

“Advancing the Art of Living” that was actually penned by one of our 

residents! You can find the full story in these pages.

We are getting ready to make our Second Century project a reality as 

well and we know you are as anxious as we are to see actual construction 

underway. The new Charles P. Berkowitz Center for Rehabilitation Excellence 

and the new inpatient rehabilitation building will truly help us meet the 

needs of our community and position ourselves for a successful future.

To make this project a reality, we are relying on the generosity and 

support of many. Contributing to the Second Century Campaign is not 

just a gift to the Jewish Home, it is an investment to ensure that these 

vital services are here for each of us and for our families. If you have not 

yet made a commitment to the campaign, please consider doing so now.  

Your support will make the difference.

You’ll also be reading about our work with the Green House Project 

in this edition of the newsletter. Green House, as you may recall, is a 

philosophy of care for older adults. It’s based on three core values — 

real home, meaningful life and empowered staff — and it represents 

a total transformation of our culture, from resident-centered to truly 

resident-directed. As you can well imagine, making this kind of complete 

change in mindset, structure and much more is a major undertaking.  

Many of our management staff have been deeply involved in this effort 

for more than a year and there is much more to come. We have work 

groups, with diverse groups of staff from all levels. Each work group is 

focused on the application of one of these core values both in the Jewish 

Home at Rockleigh and in the Memory Lane unit at Assisted Living. The 

commitment, energy and creativity of the staff is incredible, and they can’t 

wait to put all that they are developing into practice.

The growth of our Parkinson’s Center is also detailed elsewhere in this 

issue. We’ve had a number of opportunities to speak about our program 

and we’ve been delighted to help some of our colleagues begin to develop 

their own efforts to serve individuals with a diagnosis of Parkinson’s 

disease. We’re also delighted that we’ve opened our very first satellite 

of Rock Steady Boxing at the Kaplen JCC on the Palisades. That program 

is growing nicely and we’re already thinking about additional locations!

Much more is in the works from new programs and services to special 

events, so stay tuned for news from The Jewish Home Family. Also watch 

for our new website that will debut in late June!

All the best,

 As The Jewish Home Family continues to move 

successfully into its second century of service, we’ve 

created, and are working on many new programs, 

services and initiatives. From our upcoming Second 

Century expansion to the development of our award-

winning Parkinson’s Center, The Jewish Home Family is 

on the move, continuing to focus on understanding and 

meeting the needs of our community.

Of course, new services and programs also bring with 

them new marketing opportunities and we’ve spent some 

time looking at ways to better tell our story to all of our 

various stakeholders. A new and more dynamic website 

is on the horizon as well as new advertising materials 

that have an eye-catching and contemporary approach.

As we worked on all of these elements, it became 

evident that it was time to also update our visual identity, 

aligning the way our ads, materials and logos look to 

the organization that we are today and plan to be in the 

future. After much discussion and the review of many 

options, The Jewish Home Family entities are moving 

forward with updated branding that gives each entity a 

related and distinct identity.

Advancing the Art of Living

Carol Silver Elliott, President & CEO, 
Jewish Home Family
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While that’s all good, the best part of all of 

this new branding is the new tagline for The 

Jewish Home Family:  “Advancing the Art 

of Living.” That tagline was written by one 

of our Jewish Home at Rockleigh residents, 

Harold Cohn.  After the groundbreaking for 

the Second Century project, Harold wrote 

“I was totally inspired and my thought 

processes were stirring.” He went on to say 

that he knew that the Rockleigh campus is 

the Russ Berrie Home for Jewish Living and 

that those words, and his experiences as a 

resident, led him to come up with the words 

“Advancing the Art of Living.”  

On May 1st, a party was held to surprise 

Harold and let him know that his tagline 

will now grace The Jewish Home Family’s 

materials. He was both very surprised and 

delighted. What better way to represent 

The Jewish Home Family than through the 

words of one of our residents?
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For the past year, we have been deeply 

involved in working with the Green House 

team. We did a lot of researching, assess-

ing and identifying the key staff members 

that will lead this cultural transformation 

and implement an action plan.

The more that we embrace the Green House 

core values of real home, meaningful life 

and empowered staff, and aligning them 

to our organization, the more our team 

realizes that we cannot halt this project or 

lose our momentum.

These are the highlights of what we did for 

the past year:

June 2018

Home Study and Focus Group

The Green House Project (GHP) leaders 

toured our community and identified 

our strengths and opportunities to work 

on in order to align with the real home 

philosophy.  The GHP team conducted a 

focus group for elders, families, nurses, 

CNAs, department heads and supervisory 

staff. The focus group provided information 

on our current culture, shared their 

experiences about the facility, and designed 

an implementation strategy. 

August 2018

Executive Leadership

During this full day retreat, we explored 

and identified the key staff members that 

will take the lead on this transformation. 

The team developed an action plan for 

ongoing model integrity.

December 2018

Coaching Approach to 

Leading Change

Our guiding leadership 

team and supervisory staff 

participated in this two 

day retreat. We learned to 

understand and manage the 

process of transition and 

cultural transformation. We performed 

exercises and practiced fundamental skills in 

a coaching-oriented approach to leadership.

December 2018

Merit Assessment

There was a total of 228 staff members 

who successfully participated in the 

MERIT Assessment Survey. This survey is 

an online survey tool that measures our 

current practices based on the core values 

of the Green House philosophy.

This survey is not a grading system but 

the results outline the real opinions of our 

staff members that determine our actual 

strengths and improvement opportunities 

as an organization.

January – March 2019

Cultural Transformation Webinars

Our guiding leadership team attended a 

series of webinars and took a deeper dive 

in focusing on each of the core values. We 

identified priority areas that we believe our 

organization should work on at this point.

March 2019

Real Home Brainstorming

As a result of the cultural transformation 

webinars, we realized a need to change our 

current units into Green House inspired 

households in order to move forward 

with  practicing the core values. We came 

up with an idea to perform a “Real Home” 

educational brainstorming session that 

included the 16 staff members from each 

department. We started with the Seiden 

unit as our platform unit. The result 

was amazing! Each team’s design was 

innovative and reasonable.

March 2019

Strategic Action Planning Retreat

During this two day retreat we developed 

an action plan and mapped the timeline of 

steps that are realistic and attainable.

Moreover, the guiding leadership team 

established work groups to assist in the 

implementation process and to work on 

several initiatives. There will be several 

educational training classes in the 

upcoming months. As you can see, we are 

investing a lot of time and commitment in 

the Green House cultural transformation. 

There is more work to be done, but our 

Jewish Home family is enthusiastic and 

truly believe that this will be an asset to 

our elders and staff members.

Green House Project 
Highlights
Eric Riguerra, Director of Nursing, 
Jewish Home at Rockleigh



Honor Your Loved Ones

Residents, families and members of the community are 
invited to celebrate birthdays and simchas, or honor/
remember loved ones by sponsoring either a Shabbat 
or Yom Tov Kiddush ($150), or by dedicating a large 
print Holiday Prayer Book ($36). For further information, 
contact the Development Office at 551-444-3127.

Prayer Book dedicated by Roselyn Frankel & Harriet Samuels

in memory of Mildred Goldstein

Prayer Book dedicated by the Spellman Family

in honor of Sylvia Silverstein

Prayer Book dedicated by Janice Cohen

Monthly Shabbat Kiddushes sponsored by

Alan Musicant and Martin Kasdan

  The Jewish Home at Rockleigh (JHR) is excited to have, once again, received 

the Programming Award presented at our annual Assocation of Jewish Aging 

Services (AJAS) conference held in San Diego for our intergenerational 

technology program. STEAM (acronym for Science, Technology, Engineering,

Art and Math) students from Ma’ayanot Yeshiva High School for Girls in 

Teaneck have spent the last two years learning about different capabilities of 

those who receive care at JHR. They developed innovative technology solu-

tions to facilitate better living. The program culminated with a year-end Carp 

Tank event modeled after the popular Shark Tank television show. “How 

come this wasn’t developed earlier?” asked a JHR elder during the event.  

STEAM students have been meeting with elders living at JHR over the course 

of a school year. Under the joint guidance of Karah Santos, LPN, JHR Medical 

Records/Employee Health Nurse, and the Ma’ayanot STEAM faculty, students 

reflected upon the physical challenges they observed on their visits, toward 

a goal of finding technological solutions for those challenges. The devices 

created by using the school’s state-of-the-art Makerspace were graded by 

the school and served as the students’ capstone projects for this class. 

Students also wrote blog posts about their visits to the Jewish Home. 

The program enabled the development of meaningful intergenerational 

relationships by encompassing an entrepreneur slant.

Electric energy filled the room during an end-of-the-year Carp Tank 

presentation introducing each team of contestants, complete with music, 

overstuffed judging chairs, and the room decorated with an under-the-sea 

theme. This was presented in front of the judges, an audience of elders living 

at the Jewish Home, and members of the local media. 

Creations included a motorized retractable brush for someone having a 

diagnosis of Parkinson’s. Clap-22, a customized lamp that turns on or off 

triggered by a person’s clap was developed. Unlike similar devices on the 

market, Clap-22 can be customized based on the strength of the consumer’s 

clap, and coded to light up colorful LEDs. A wearable device was put into 

place using Frank Sinatra music that starts to play when blood pressure 

increases. Judges rated products based on whether there was a similar 

product on the market, future modifications, and cost considerations. Piano 

PT, a portable piano with weighted keys that can be used for physical therapy 

was the winning invention.  

Using this format as a model, earlier this year Carol Silver Elliott and I 

presented real-life scenarios at a Hackathon held at Yeshiva University and 

organized by the Center for Initiatives in Jewish Education.  70 students 

representing 13 different Jewish high schools competed to develop technol-

ogy solutions for older adults. Perhaps, most impressive was the dialogue 

conducted by the teams regarding ways to make life easier for seniors.  

At the AJAS conference, our 

colleagues from communities 

across the country were quite 

enthused by the Carp Tank for-

mat. Many said they intend to 

reach out to their area Jewish 

Day Schools to replicate the 

program. Inspiring others to 

facilitate innovative intergen-

erational programming is a 

proud achievement of ours.

Carp Tank: 2019 AJAS Jewish Programming Award
Sunni Herman, Executive Vice President, Jewish Home at Rockleigh
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“Happy is he who performs a good deed: for he may tip the scales for himself and the world” 

— Talmud: Kiddushin 40:2

Master Builder

The Russell Berrie Foundation

The Kaplen Foundation

Designer

Norman Seiden

Henry & Marilyn Taub Foundation

Builder

Joan & Robert Hess

Eva Holzer

Architect

Elaine Adler

Lucille J. Amster

Norma & Sol D. Kugler

William Lippman

Draftsman

Anonymous

Richard H. Holzer Memorial Fdtn 

Valley National Bank

Lynne & Martin Zaikov

Engineer

Lovey Beer

Michelle & Gary Bettman

Myrna & Yale Block

Englewood Hospital and Medical Center

Eleanor Epstein

Judy & Ary Freilich

Judy & Jonathan Furer

Gayle & Mel Gerstein

Debbie & Stuart Himmelfarb

Arlene & Donald Kesselman

Lewis Family Trust –

   Larry Levy, Trustee

Sherri & Howard Lippman

Lisa & Bruce Mactas

The Martin Family

Maxine & Robert Peckar

JoAnn Hassan & Martin Perlman

Jayne & David Petak

Rachel & Michael Rimland

Donna & David Schweid

The Shapiro Family Foundation

The Sylvia & Stanley Shirvan

   Foundation

Carol & Alan Silberstein

Mindy & Barry Sprung

The Weiss Family Foundation

The Zaro Family

Planner

Anonymous

Gloria & Wilson Aboudi

Roberta Abrams

Tina & Ron Aroesty

Barnett Design, Inc.

Jane & George Bean

Anita & Howard Blatt

Barry Blecher

Alan Bloom

Janet & Bernard Bober

Stanley & Roberta Bogen

   Charitable Fund

Geri & David Cantor

Judith & Robert Cook

Crestron Electronics, Inc.

Cheryl & Edward Dauber

Rena Rosenberg & Roy Davidovitch

Marvin Eiseman

EMS, LLC

Jack Feiler

Esther & Warren Feldman

William Finch

Wendy & Richard Goldstein

Rheba Golub

Gralla Family Philanthropic Fund

Rosalind & Louis z”l Green

The Burton G. & Anne C. Greenblatt

   Foundation

Margie & Brett Harwood

Dorothy & Aaron Henschel

Viviana & Robert Holzer

HomeWell Senior Care

IPPC Pharmacy

Robin & Robert Jaffin

Eva & Howard Jakob

Judy & Marc Joseph –

   Amy Klette Newman Foundation

Linda & Ilan Kaufthal

Stephanie & Barry Kissler

Donna & Glenn Kissler

Judy & Joseph Klyde

Lee Langbaum

Lapin Family Foundation

Gail & David Lazarus

Arlene & Howard Lemelson

Kathy & Richard Leventhal

Beth & Rafael Levin

McGowan Builders

Rita Merendino

Isabel Merians

Beth & Mark Metzger Foundation

Network Doctor

Pharmscript, LLC

Linda & Kalmon Post

Robert Rachesky

Rubin Cohen Foundationn –

   Bertha & Vincent Witt z”l

Diane & Mark Seiden

Pearl Seiden

Shapiro, Croland, Reiser,

   Apfel & DiIorio, LLP

Joan & Daniel Silna

Leon Sokol

Iris & Norbert Strauss

Shelley & Ira Taub

Benay & Steven Taub

VNA of Englewood

Tobi & Scott Weinstein

Barry Wien

The Zucker & Kleeblatt Families

Apprentice

Ronit & Marc Arginteanu

Debbie & Donald Aronson

Jessica & Garret Bedrin

Pearl & Michael Bergstein

Rachel & Charles P. Berkowitz

Taran & Howard Chernin

Melanie & Jeffrey Cohen

Cornell Surgical Co.

Deborah & Ronald Eisenberg

Carol Silver Elliott & Thomas Elliott

Nancy & Larry Epstein

Caryn & Mark Follender

B. Foschino & Son Landscape

Functional Pathways

Eva Lynn & Leo Gans

Amie Gartenberg

Sandra & Arnold z”l Gold

Steven Morey Greenberg

Beth & Harvey Gross

Gutterman and Musicant

   Jewish Funeral Directors

Jean & Brian Hallowell

Barbara and Michael J. Harris

Sunni & Jonathan Herman

Margi Hirshberg

Shulie & Daniel Hochstadt

Janet & Milton Kahn

Terri & Lawrence Katz

Marie Adler-Kravecas & Saul Kravecas

Naomi Levine

Cynthia & Stanley Low

Nina Kampler & Zvi Marans

Rabbis Paula Feldstein

   & Jordan Millstein

Beth & Jay Nadel

Ilene & Howard Pakett

Susan & Deane Penn

Perkins Eastman Architects

Plante Moran PLLC

Ethel & Irving Plutzer Foundation

Precision Health Inc.

Q-Rep LLC

Liesa & Myron Rosner

Daniel Rubin

Linda & Brad Ruder – Brad-Core

Susan M. Saril

Judy Schmutter, DDS

Martin A. Schwartz

Susan & Charles Silberman

Nancy & David Simpson

Ellen & Lloyd Sokoloff

The Stasny Family

Cynthia & Abe Steinberger

Ellen Strahl

Roslyn Swire

Louis Tekel

Michelle & Scott Tesser –

   Joseph & Arlene Taub Foundation

Harley & Eli Ungar

Rona & Arthur Weinberg

Inge Wolff & Family

Martha Zilbert

Arlene Zweifler

Novice

Irene & George Abad

Lindsey & Marc Blatt

Alan Bordogna & Joelle Halperin

Barbara & Paul Brensilber

Gallagher

Peggy Kabakow

Sharon & Kenneth Kaufmann

Dori & Rabbi David-Seth Kirshner

Lauren & Rick Levant

Jay Levine

Rita & Leonard Messinger

Susan & Victor Mindlin

Nadine & Steve Posnansky

JoJo Rubach

Sheila & Gabe Schlisser

Ava & Steven Silverstein

Herbert J. Sims & Co., Inc.

Senior Resource Guide of NJ

Kathy & Gary Thal

USI Insurance Services

Kathleen West

Sydelle Wolfin

Maureen & William Yaner

As of May 15, 2019
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an optimal level of fitness. However, age 

is irrelevant when it comes to Pilates. 

Whether someone is recovering from a 

total joint replacement or spinal surgery, 

or with arthritis trying to avoid surgery, 

anyone can benefit from this program. 

Our senior and post-rehabilitation Pilates 

program was designed for the older adult 

with appropriate modifications. In sync 

with our Parkinson’s program and the 

core principles of Pilates — breathing, 

concentration, centering, and control — we 

have greatly improved balance, posture, 

gait and coordination for this population.

Our aim over the past two years was to 

expose as many of our patients as possible 

to this unique exercise system – sub-acute, 

long-term residents, Gallen Day Center 

participants, outpatients — and the reception 

and results have been very impressive. 

Watching one of the first patients trained on 

this equipment grow taller and straighter, 

Carl Epstein, one of the founding fathers of 

JHR, looked positively military in stature 

as he would walk out of our private Pilates 

studio. Another long-term resident, Harold 

Cohn, had a muscle memory of water skiing 

in his youth as he was effortlessly lifted by 

the spring-loaded resistive harness on the 

Pilates Springboard from his wheelchair 

to a very straight posture in standing. We 

preserved these moments through photos 

that he proudly displays in his room for all 

to see.

We have also started an exercise group for 

two post-polio patients, who have now been 

running weekly for about a year, combining 

therapeutic Pilates (on a Pilates Chair, 

Barrel and Springboard) with therapeutic 

Boxing and LSVT Big gait program, to 

more specifically address their needs. One 

of the group members remarked that her 

posture has never been better and many 

of her physicians echoed that thought. In 

With our aim to improve general health 

and wellness, promote healthy aging, and 

maintain independent living, we at the 

Jewish Home at Rockleigh (JHR) introduced 

a new and unique rehabilitation program 

two years ago utilizing Pilates techniques 

and machinery. Now that our program is 

time-tested, we have been able to reflect on 

the progress and success of this creative 

program. As a certified Pilates’ instructor 

since 2012, and as a physical therapist for 

30 years, specializing in rehabilitation of 

older athletic adults and post-rehabilitation 

of orthopedic and neurologic conditions, 

“I felt that this approach would greatly 

benefit our population – both inpatients and 

outpatients.”

When one mentions Pilates, one thinks 

“core” exercise. While we all would like 

a “six pack of abs,” the real focus of this 

program is about “length” — growing 

taller — and spinal stability emphasizing 

balance, posture and fall risk prevention. 

Improvement of bending, reaching, lifting, 

walking and stair climbing have also been 

important byproducts of this program.

Pilates was developed in the early 1900s 

by Joseph Pilates, a physical trainer. As an 

orderly in a European hospital during WWI, 

he developed the first concepts for his 

innovative machines by using the mattress 

box springs as a form of resistance to keep 

patients active and accelerate healing 

while bedridden. In 1926 he opened a 

New York “body conditioning gym” using 

this apparatus now known as the Pilates 

Reformer, which is a sliding table with 

spring-loaded resistance.

Traditionally, many injured dancers and 

athletes took Pilates as a means to improve 

their flexibility and mobility and maintain 

fact, through a combination of therapy and 

group exercise, she was able to discard her 

leg braces and crutches after 18 years of 

using them. The other patient now walks 

faster down the hallway without her cane, 

passing many staff members.

We are definitely a program in progress, 

evolving with the needs of our population. 

We are proud to mirror the creative growth 

of JHR with their future expansion, and 

now we want to bring that vision to our 

community. As Joseph Pilates said, “change 

happens through movement and movement 

heals.” Our aim is to transition our residents 

and community to peak performance and a 

more “balanced” body. Live life to the core.

If you want to participate in this program, 

please call 201-750-4236.

Pilates Outpatient Program
Harriet Surdi, Physical Therapist & Certified Pilates Instructor
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 Once again the Jewish Home Assisted 

Living (JHAL) has achieved its re-

certification for Advanced Standing. This 

marks the 5th consecutive year for this 

achievement. Becoming an Advanced 

Standing community is on a voluntary 

basis. Communities are held to a high 

standard of quality measures that go well 

beyond local, state and federal guidelines.

Amongst the almost 300 assisted living 

communities in the State of New Jersey, 

only about 90 participate in this program. 

The process is very involved and includes 

two overseeing organizations: The Health 

Care Association of NJ and the New 

Jersey Department of Health.

Being a member of this elite club of health 

care providers continues to show our 

dedication to ensuring the high standard 

of quality care and quality life that 

continues to support the mission of The 

Jewish Home Family.  Mazel Tov to the 

entire team at JHAL for their hard work! 

JHAL Advanced 
Standing 2019
Lauren Levant, Executive Director, 
Jewish Home Assisted Living



Rock Steady Boxing Grows!
Ezra Halevi, Director of Community Relations 
& Outreach, Jewish Home Family

uses the tools and techniques of boxing 

training to improve balance, gait and 

overall strength. Classes also incorpo-

rate cognitive stimulation and the use of 

specific techniques to help participants 

strengthen and project their voices. 

Individuals must have a diagnosis of 

Parkinson’s disease to participate. and 

they are assessed to determine whether 

they are most appropriate for the 60 or 

90-minute session. Participants are also 

re-assessed on a regular basis to track 

and measure progress.

Opening a location at the JCC helps to make 

this important program available to other 

parts of our service area and has been 

embraced by many. Participants tell us that 

being a part of Rock Steady Boxing gives 

them a chance to “fight back” against 

this chronic disease. The class members 

also develop strong camaraderie, and 

support one another. “We’ve become 

great friends” a participant shared.

Plans are underway for expanding fur-

ther and The Jewish Home Family has 

been training new 

coaches, delighted 

to now have a com-

plement of 17 people 

who have achieved 

this certification. If you 

know someone with 

a diagnosis of Parkin-

son’s disease, they can  

email parkinsons@

jewishhomefamily.org

for more information.

 On Wednesday March 13th, The 

Jewish Home Family and the Kaplen JCC 

on the Palisades gathered to celebrate 

the opening of the Jewish Home’s first 

Rock Steady Boxing satellite location. It 

was a festive evening, highlighted by the 

presence of two of the founders of Rock 

Steady Boxing  — Christine Timberlake 

and Kristy Rose Follmar.  Community 

residents, JCC members, Jewish Home 

residents and many staff and board 

members from both organizations 

saluted both this new partnership as 

well as the growth of this important pro-

gram. The celebration was highlighted 

by the showing of a music video made 

with many of the Rock Steady boxers and 

other Jewish Home and JCC staff.

Rock Steady Boxing is one of the key 

programs that’s a part of The Jew-

ish Home Family’s award-winning 

Parkinson’s Center.  Started in 2006 by 

an individual living with a diagnosis of 

Parkinson’s disease, Rock Steady Boxing 
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Tuesday, June 18, 2019

You are cordially invited to 

attend the

Annual Meetings
of

6:00 PM   BBQ Dinner
6:45 PM   Annual Meeting

Jewish Home at Rockleigh
10 Link Drive, Rockleigh, NJ

Please R.S.V.P. to Shari Buchwald
551-444-3183 or 

sbuchwald@jewishhomefamily.org

Join the effort. 

Help make it happen.

Second Century

CAMPAIGN

Coming in 2019!
The Charles P. Berkowitz Center 

for Rehabilitation Excellence

Text “2ndCentury” to #77948  
or go to 

JewishHomeFamily.org/2ndCentury
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…And we grow.

@HomeCare Accreditation Survey
Chris Pableo, Director, @HomeCare

Alexakis, RN  — the current Director of 

Nursing of @HomeCare. With their tireless 

and passionate work, the Jewish Home at 

Home care agency received its accreditation 

on January 16, 2019. The agency passed the 

survey with no deficiencies. Currently they 

are staffed with 50 Certified Home Health 

Aides (CHHA). The agency’s CHHA members 

To continue the tradition of care at The 

Jewish Home Family, the @HomeCare 

agency was established. The agency 

received its license to operate on December 

2015. The home health agency provides care 

and assistance to clients with their daily 

routines. In June 2018, @HomeCare started 

the process of acquiring accreditation from 

the Commission on Accreditation for Home 

Care to meet the demands of a fast-paced 

world of home care.

Chris Pableo, the Director of @HomeCare, 

enlisted the help and expertise of Suzanne 

undergo strict, rigorous training in line with 

the policy and guidelines of CAHC and The 

Jewish Home Family’s high value standards.  

The CHHA’s are what makes the Jewish 

Home at Home’s care one of the leading and 

fastest growing home care agencies in the 

Bergen County area.

Taking its place in the world of health care, 

the Jewish Home at Home Care agency will 

continue to provide passionate and high 

quality care to the clients in a facility or 

in the community, which also mirrors the 

vision of The Jewish Home Family.


